
How to Use a Topic Dictionary on the  
AlphaSmart 3000 
The Topic Dictionary Loader will allow you to specify and load up to five Topic 
Dictionaries for use with the Co:Writer SmartApplet. The only limitation is that the 
combined file size cannot exceed 128K.  

Once you have selected a set of Topic Dictionaries, you can load them into one 
or more AlphaSmart Keyboards.  

Note: The topic dictionary loading process will not erase your files (as opposed 
to the applet-loading updater); it will just overwrite whatever Topic Dictionaries 
are present on your AlphaSmart. 

Step by Step: Topic Dictionary Loader (Serial or USB) 
To use the Topic Dictionary Loader, you must have the Co:Writer Applet already 
installed on your AlphaSmart. If you are running "Get Utility", exit it.  

Launching the Loader:  

1. Connect a serial cable or a USB cable from your computer to the 
AlphaSmart. If you have an AlphaHub, connect a USB cable from the 
AlphaSmart to the hub.  

2. Turn on the AlphaSmart.  
3. Once the connection to the AlphaSmart is established, launch Topic 

Loader. The Topic Dictionary dialog box appears.  

 

Selecting Your Topic Dictionaries  

1. Click on Select Topics. The Select Topics dialog box appears.  

 



This dialog lists the Topic Dictionaries that were included with your 
SmartApplet.  

2. Click in the checkbox to select a dictionary. To see the description of a 
particular dictionary, click on the name then click Show Descriptions. 
Keep in mind that you will be overwriting the Topic Dictionaries that are on 
the AlphaSmart. If you have one currently that you want to continue 
using,, you have to re-select it here. If you select more than five or more 
than 128K of topics, an alert box will let you know that a maximum has 
been reached.  

3. When you're done selecting Topic Dictionaries, click OK. This returns you 
to the Topic Dictionary Loader dialog box. It now lists the topics to be 
loaded and gives the total size of the dictionaries selected.  

Loading Your Topic Dictionaries  

 

1. Check the AlphaSmart Connection mode, with the default connection 
automatically set for your AlphaSmart. If necessary, change the 
connection.  

2. Click Load Topic Now.  
3. Follow the prompts to turn on the AlphaSmart and to connect the 

appropriate cable.  

For serial cable: You will also be prompted to press Command / Control, 
and Z to put the AlphaSmart in Topic Loader mode.  

For USB: You don't need to do anything. The presence of the USB cable 
will first put the AlphaSmart in Keyboard-Emulator mode. It will switch to 
Topic Loader mode automatically.  

For USB hub (AlphaHub): You will be taken to a graphic display that 
shows which of the 30 available ports have AlphaSmarts connected to 
them. This lets you make sure your connections are good before 
continuing.  



4. Press OK to continue. The topics you selected will begin loading. The 
computer will display a progress bar, and the AlphaSmart will say, "Topic 
Dictionaries loading."  

5. When the process is complete, disconnect the cable and restart your 
AlphaSmart (turn it off and back on again).  

6. When you restart the AlphaSmart, it will say "Co:Writer OFF." You'll need 
to re-launch Co:Writer from the Applet menu.  

Activating a Newly Loaded Topic Dictionary  

1. From the Co:Writer screen, press File 8. This brings up the Select Topics 
menu which lists your new Topic Dictionaries.  

2. Press the number of the Topic Dictionary you want to activate.  

Adding New Topic Dictionaries 
You are not limited to the set of Topic Dictionaries that were included with your 
SmartApplet. If you have additional Co:Writer Topic Dictionaries that you would 
like to use with AlphaSmart, simply copy them into the Topics folder in the 
Co:Writer SmartApplet Topic Loader folder on your computer. The path for this 
folder is as follows:  

Don Johnston folder / Co:Writer SmartApplet folder / Topic Loader folder / 
Topics folder  

When you use the Topic Dictionary Loader, all Topic Dictionaries in the Topics 
folder will be available.  

• Return to Topic Dictionaries Main Page  
• Learn how to Create a Topic Dictionary  
• Learn how to use a Topic Dictionary on the Computer Page  
• Get More Topic Dictionaries Page  
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